History in Austria - visit traditional wine estates and historical
sites with the “Imperial Dinner Train”
An experience for all senses! Enjoy wine tastings in traditional estates. Taste the
typical regional meals and specialties! And listen to the music of Joseph Haydn, the
famous composer, during your gourmet experience in the “Imperial Dinner Train”.
Discover history in Austria!
Wine estates in Burgenland
In the eastern-most territory of Austria, at the boarder of the Neusiedler See,
varieties of grapes ripen in 2000 hours of sunshine. The diversity of aromatic white
wines, full bodied red wines like Zweigelt and the world known sweet wines have
ideal conditions to develop their special taste. Here we find some of the most
ambitious wine makers, internationally accepted and known.

Austrian Culture
This year marks the 200th anniversary of the death of Joseph Haydn, the famous
composer. In the exhibition “Phenomenon Haydn” allows to discover incredible
insights in his work and life. Haydn’s musical world is so complex that there will
definitely be something for everybody. Haydn wrote nearly as many operas as
Giuseppe Verdi. On top of that, he also composed symphonies, string quartets and
14 masses. The exhibition will make clear what a universal musical genius Joseph
Haydn was.

Itinerary:
Day 1: Arrival in Vienna, transfer to the Hotel. Our partner hotels are located in
the center of Vienna, very close to the historical sites like Opera House, Parliament,
University, and the beautiful shopping malls like Kohlmarkt. Dinner and
accommodation in one of the 5* Hotels or excellent boutique hotels downtown
Vienna.
Day 2: After breakfast transfer to the wine region. In the private tours,
accompanied by a multilingual wine expert, the guests learn a lot about wine
tradition and diversity of the Burgenland. The excellent wines, the long tradition in
wine making and the historical cellars make this day impressive! We visit wine
estates which are internationally accepted and taste their specialties of red and
white wines and the famous sweet wines from that region.
Lunch in a typical restaurant allows tasting the specialties of the region.
Day 3: During the day our guests have time to discover culture and atmosphere of
Vienna. In the afternoon the trip in the historical carriages of the “ Imperial Dinner
Train“ to Eisenstadt let you feel like an imperator. After the tour through the
exhibition “Phenomen Haydn” we go back to Vienna, enjoying a 4-course dinner,
created by the famous cook Reinhard Gerer and accompanied by Haydn´s music.
Day 4: After breakfast the guests might enjoy one of the old fashioned coffee
houses, or visit the interesting shops in the famous shopping miles. Transfer to the
airport, departure.

That Vintra™ wine experience can be arranged for individuals or small
groups. For further information please contact info@vintra.at or visit us
under www.vintra.at. The tours are operated by Welcome touristic Vienna,
a company with more than 30 years in incoming tourism.
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